THE 47TH BOSTON-NEW ENGLAND EMMY® WINNER LIST

NEWSCAST-MORNING LARGER MARKETS (1-49)

NewsCenter 5 EyeOpener: October 26, 2023
  Cyana Francis-Berkitt, Producer
  Emma Galasso, Producer
  Matt Reed, Reporter
  Andrew Croteau, Photographer
  Tristan Walsh, Truck Operator
  Ellie Mirmazaheri, Executive Producer
WCVB

NEWSCAST-MORNING SMALLER MARKETS (50 +)

March 14 2023
  Will Cronkhite, Producer
  Michael Garreffi, News Director
WWLP

NEWSCAST-EVENING LARGER MARKETS (1-49)

NewsCenter 5 at 6pm: Leominster Flood Emergency
  Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
  Barbara Baranowski, Producer
  Maria Stephanos, Anchor
  Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
  Mary Saladna, Reporter
  Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
  Bobby Souza, Photographer
  Timothy Devlin, Photographer
  Doug Frauenholz, Director
  Chris Gauthier, Photographer
  AJ Burnett, Meteorologist
WCVB
NEWSCAST-EVENING SMALLER MARKETS (50 +)

6PM Newscast - Tornado hits RI
    Timothy O'Coin, Producer
    Mike Montecalvo, Anchor
    Shannon Hegy, Anchor
    Tony Petrarca, Chief Meteorologist
    Adriana Rozas Rivera, Reporter
    Lauren Brill, Reporter
    Matt Paddock, Reporter
    Johnny Villella, Photographer/Editor
    Brian Felsenthal, Photojournalist

WPRI

DAILY NEWS REPORT-SINGLE SHIFT

"Rise Up" for a Downtown Dedication
    Jim Altman, Reporter
    Sean McKeever, Photographer

WTIC

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-SINGLE REPORT

Maine Manhunt: Search for Mass Shooting Suspect
    Meagan Kolkmann, Producer

WBZ

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-MULTIPLE REPORTS

Leominster Flooding
    Nick Sapienza, Photographer
    Michael Yoshida, Reporter
    Jadiann Thompson, Anchor
    Sabrina Silva, Reporter
    Josh Wurster, Meteorologist
    Lisa Gresci, Reporter
    Victoria Price, Reporter
    Caroline Chaffiotte, Assignment Editor

WHDH
CONTINUING COVERAGE***TIE***

Deadbeat on the Beat
  Ryan Kath, Investigative Reporter
NBC 10 Boston

Devastating Floods Ravage Leominster
  AJ Burnett, Meteorologist
  Ben Simmoneau, Anchor
  Maria Stephanos, Anchor
  Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
  Sera Congi, Reporter
  Bobby Souza, Photographer
  Mary Saladna, Reporter
  Margaret Cronan, News Director
  Mark Tramontozzi, Photographer
  Jenelle Desrosiers, Producer
  Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
  Julia Weng, Producer
  Chris Gauthier, Photographer
  Timothy Devlin, Photographer
  Jeff Kurowski, Photographer
  Kevin Krisak, Photographer
  Shaun Chaiyabhat, Reporter
  Blaise Bookis, Photographer

WCVB

TEAM COVERAGE***TIE***

Leominster Severe Flooding
  Christopher Nielsen, Producer
  Meagan Kolkmann, 6pm Producer
  Paula Ebben, 5pm Anchor

WBZ

Flooding and Sinkholes in New England
  Sebastian Agudelo Gomez, Reporter
  Laura Cardona, Executive Producer
  Carmen Martinez, Anchor
  David De Matteis, Reporter
  Carla Rojo, Weather Presenter
  Aisha Woodburn, Director
  Telemundo New England
INVESTIGATIVE

25 Investigates: Child Sex Abuse in Public Schools  
   Kerry Kavanaugh, Investigative Reporter  
   Marina Villeneuve, Producer  
   Nick Nebesny, Photographer  
Boston 25 News

LIGHT FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)

What's the Dill with Bouncing Pickles?  
   Katherine Loy, Producer  
   Len Besthoff, Reporter  
   David Mulligan, Photojournalist/Editor  
   Garett Allison, Photojournalist  
   Doug Steinman, Photojournalist  
   Michael Gearin, Aerial Videographer  
NBC Connecticut

LIGHT FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)***TIE***

Super Seniors  
   Joe Carroll, Reporter/Photographer  
WCAX

The Curiosity Desk  
   Edgar Herwick, Reporter/Host/Writer  
   Robert Tokanel, Senior Producer  
   Joanie Tobin, Senior Producer  
   Dana Cataldo, Producer/Editor  
   Chelsea Merz, Executive Producer  
GBH

SERIOUS FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)***TIE***

Priced Out: What happens when you lose your home at 72  
   Liz Neisloss, Reporter  
   Emily Judem, Senior Producer/Editor, Digital Video  
GBH

Lady of the Dunes-Ruth Terry Returns Home  
   Kathy Curran, Reporter  
   Dan Ferrigan, Photographer/Editor  
   Jason Solowski, Photographer  
NBC 10 Boston
SERIOUS FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)***TIE***

Pedro Goes Home
   Maria Manning, Photographer
   Maria Stephanos, Reporter
   WCVB

First Responders in Focus
   Jim Altman, Producer
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
   John Senecal, Photographer
   WTIC

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

Graffiti Vigilantes
   Pamela Watts, Reporter/Producer
   Barbara Dury, Executive Producer
   Dewey Raposo, Photographer
   WSBE-Rhode Island PBS Weekly

BUSINESS/CONSUMER NEWS

NBC10 Boston Responds
   Leslie Gaydos, Reporter
   Alyse Rzemek, Producer
   Kyle DuBreuil, Photographer
   NBC 10 Boston

CRIME/JUSTICE NEWS

The Murder of Ana Walshe
   Kenneth Donnelly, Producer
   Vanessa Welch, Anchor
   Mark Ockerbloom, Anchor
   Michael Cloherty, Editor
   Boston 25 News

DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION NEWS (SINGLE SHIFT)

It Happens Here: Worcester’s Audio Journal
   Zack Green, Anchor
   WBZ
DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION NEWS (NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT)

The People of the First Light
  Dan Ferrigan, Reporter
  Anthony Sabato, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS NEWS

The Shead 4
  Kirk Cratty, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

ENVIRONMENTAL/SCIENCE NEWS

Indigenous Shell Fisherman
  Craig LeMoult, Reporter
  Robert Tokanel, Senior Video Producer
  Jack Doyle, Editor
GBH

HEALTH/MEDICAL NEWS (SINGLE SHIFT)

The Beat of a Heart
  Jessica Brown, Reporter
WCVB

HEALTH/MEDICAL NEWS (NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT)

NH Chronicle: A Lifesaving Teacher
  Chris Shepherd, Videographer/Editor
  Erin Fehlau, Producer/Reporter
WMUR

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS (SINGLE SHIFT)

When Life Gives You Lemons
  Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS (NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT)

Lost in world of dementia, 95-year-old remembers every note
  Justin Haynes, Photographer
  Matt Reed, Reporter
  Sean Connor, Editor
WCVB
MILITARY NEWS

New Hampshire National Guard Sex Assault Allegations
   David Sakowich, Managing Editor
   Tim Callery, Reporter
WMUR

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT NEWS

The Dune Shack Debacle
   Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

SOCIETAL CONCERNS NEWS (SINGLE SHIFT)

Nonstop at 92; A Great Grandmother’s Greater Mission
   Jim Altman, Reporter
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
WTIC

SOCIETAL CONCERNS NEWS (NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT)

Children in state custody stuck living in hospitals
   Karen Anderson, Reporter
WCVB

SPORTS FEATURE NEWS***TIE***

The Boston Bruins: Blood, Sweat, Tears and 100 years
   Nicole Marie Estaphan, Producer/Reporter
   Kathleen Kiely, Producer
   Rick Leblanc, Editor
   Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB

NH Chronicle: Finishing the Race
   Erin Fehlau, Producer/Reporter
WMUR

TECHNOLOGY NEWS

UConn Professor May Have Cracked the Key to Time Travel
   Jacob Wycoff, Reporter
   Seth Szilagyi, Producer
   Oriel Almeida, Editor
WBZ
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Viktor's Masterpiece
   Justin Spencer, Producer
   Ryan Vezina, Editor
   Viktor Bevanda, On Camera Talent
Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-LONG FORM CONTENT

Life in Six Strings S1E2 - Nuno Bettencourt - Hudson, MA
   Ernie Boch, Jr., Executive Producer
Ernie Boch Jr./AXS.tv

CHILDREN/YOUTH (12 AND UNDER)

NBC Connecticut's Kids Connection: Summer Fun
   Ryan Perri, Executive Producer
   John Small, Senior Producer
   Michael Cox, Design Director
   Taylor Kinzler, Producer / Talent
   Steve Tatsapaugh, Producer
   Kurt Davis, Producer
   Javier Rodriguez, Producer
   Andrew Bouchahine, Producer
   Lisa Lamontagne, Producer
   John Mongeau, Producer
NBC Connecticut

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS***TIE***

Japanese Internment: A Lesson in History
   Susan Tran, Reporter
   Dan Ferrigan, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Teen Chefs, Big Dreams
   Ryan Caron King, Producer
   David Wurtzel, Videographer
   Tyler Russell, Videographer
   Julianne Varacchi, Visuals Director
   Sabrina Herrera, Social Media Editor
Connecticut Public Television
ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE

Coskata-Coatue: A Refuge on the Edge
  Laura Cunningham, Producer
Yellow Productions

DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION

Heroes de Telemundo Nueva Inglaterra
  Miguel Garcia, Host
  Samuel Montalvo, Senior Producer
  Carmen Martinez, Host
  Carla Rojo, Reporter
  Sebastian Agudelo, Reporter
  Javier Rodriguez, Producer
  Catherine Cintron, Producer
Telemundo New England

Embrace The Kings
  Charlene Bert, Executive Producer
  Michelle Weber Johnson, Executive Producer - Producer
  Barry Littlefield, Director Of Photography
  Richard Joyce, Editor
  Latoyia Edwards, Host
  Peggy Byrd, Executive Producer
  Jenee Osterheldt, Executive Producer/Co-Host
NBC 10 Boston

DOCUMENTARY CULTURAL

Love & Grease: A Gloucester Tradition
  Sean Barnacoat, Executive Producer
  Michael Ruzicka, Production Director
  Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
Peter Slabysz, Photographer
  Nick Emmons, Producer & Director
  Joseph Azarian, Editor
  Ron Wilhelmsen, Graphic Designer
WBZ

DOCUMENTARY HISTORICAL

The Katz Tapes
  Adam Fischer, Director
  Jorgy Cruz, Producer
Northeastern University - Northeastern Films
HEALTH/MEDICAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Science in Seconds
   Carolyn Pennington, Producer
   Ethan Giorgetti, Videographer/Editor
   Frank Barton, Videographer/Editor
UConn Health

HEALTH/MEDICAL-LONG FORM CONTENT

Cystic fibrosis drug Trikafta helps most but not all
   Randy Vazquez, Producer/Editor
The Boston Globe

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT

NH Chronicle: Harvesting The Ice At Musterfield Farm
   Sean McDonald, Reporter
   Chris Shepherd, Videographer
WMUR

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL-LONG FORM CONTENT

A Journey to the White Mountains
   Elizabeth Myer, Producer/Director
SALT Project, INC.

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL***TIE***

AI: A Generative Generation
   Nicole Estaphan, Producer/Reporter
   Deb Therrien, Editor
   Jenn Platt-Ure, Photographer
WCVB

Responde: El Especial
   Alejandra Zimmermann, Producer
   Carmen Martinez, Host
   Betsy Badell, Host
   Willam Anderson, Director
Telemundo New England
INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Memphis to Massachusetts: A Cityline/Chronicle Special
  Anthony Everett, Producer/Host
  Karen Holmes Ward, Producer/Host
  Hannah Wilson, Producer
  Julie Mehegan, Producer
  Kimberlea Bingham, Producer
  Rick LeBlanc, Editor
WCVB

LIFESTYLE***TIE***

Summer
  Eric Sherman, Executive Producer
  Dan Andelman, Showrunner/Host
  Deborah Hurley O'Toole, Senior Producer
  Greg Dole, Director Of Photography/Editor
  Vanessa Howland, Senior Editor/Videographer
  Michael Davis, Editor/Videographer
  Thomas Korsak, Videographer/Editor
  David Andelman, Creator/Host
Phantom Gourmet

Farm Fresh
  Ramen Cromwell, Producer
  Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB

MAGAZINE PROGRAM

Borealis Season 1 Episode 5
  Aislinn Sarnacki, Host, Reporter
  Carol Bousquet, Reporter
  Nick Woodward, Videographer
  Nick Godfrey, Drone Pilot/Videographer
  Esta Pratt-Kielley, Videographer
  Murray Carpenter, Reporter
  Brian Bechard, Videographer/Editor/Producer
  Chris Sweet, Producer
  Rebecca Conley, Videographer/Editor/Graphics
Maine Public Broadcasting Network
POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

Small Town Secrets
   Erica Jorgensen, Executive Producer
   Ryan Kath, Reporter
   Shira Stoll, Photographer
   Kathry Curran, Reporter
   NBC 10 Boston

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Forged in Fire
   Tracy MacDonald, Executive Producer
   Lindsey Poole, Producer
   WSBE

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-LONG FORM CONTENT

Boston 25 Gets Real: Kids and Mental Health
   Kerry Kavanaugh, Anchor/Producer/Writer
   Christine Swartz, Executive Producer
   Boston 25 News

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE

2023 Boston Pride for the People Parade
   Megan Saunders, Producer
   Matthew Amaral, Director
   JC Monahan, Anchor
   Colton Bradford, Anchor
   Sue O'Connell, Reporter
   Tevin Wooten, Reporter
   Monica Madeja, Reporter
   Jairo Lemes, Photographer
   Jeff Gerber, Tech Lead
   Darrell Smith, Editor
   Nicole Fasciano, Content Producer
   NBC 10 Boston

SPORTS STORY

Jayson Tatum's Journey to 10,000
   Gage Duchon, Producer
   Boston Celtics
SPORTS PROGRAM – LIVE

Celtics Pregame Live
James Aberdale, Supervising Producer Celtics/Live Events
Max Lederman, Content Producer
Amina Smith, Host
Tom Giles, Host
Eddie House, Analyst
Chris Forsberg, Talent
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
Josh Canu, Media Editor
NBC Sports Boston

SPORTS PROGRAM – POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Behind the B 1008 - The Fenway Winter Classic
Jeremy Jacobs, Executive Producer
Charlie Jacobs, Executive Producer
Cam Neely, Executive Producer
Charlie Moore, Executive Producer/Writer
Robert Sylvester, Executive Producer/writer/editor
Brandon McNelis, Executive Producer
Doug Orr, Executive Producer/Writer
Michael Penhollow, Executive Producer/Videographer
Denis Leary, Narrator/Writer
Jonny Folsom, Videographer
Zachary Concannon, Videographer
Travis Basciotta, Producer
Eric Russo, Producer
Boston Bruins/ Mad Fish Productions

SPORTS – ONE-TIME SPECIAL

A Century of Bruins Hockey: Connection
Howard Zalkowitz, Executive Producer
Justine Pouravelis, Director
Dominic DiPalermo, Audio Engineer
Rick Booth, Director Creative Services
Sharrieff Hall, Art Director
Thomas Csizmadia, Designer
Brian Zechello, Producer
Tyler Borges, Producer
Steven Garabedian, Producer
Aiyana Langa, Content Producer
Stephen Tagarelis, Photographer
Steve DaSilva, Photographer
Bobby Swan, Photographer
Shaun Blaney, Photographer
Steve Zirnkilton, Narrator
New England Sports Network

SPORTS INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Moore Coaching
  Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer/Writer
  John Derba, Videographer/Editor/Producer
  Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Director
  Anthony Moore, Videographer/Producer
  Gregory Boghosian, Videographer/Producer
  Dustin Blanchet, Producer/Cameraman
Mad Fish Productions

LIVE SPORTING EVENT/GAME

127th Boston Marathon
  Collin Florence, Operations Manager
  Margaret Cronan, News Director
  David Beauvais, Asst. Director Of Engineering
  Nick Terry, Producer
WCVB

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-SINGLE SPOT

A Serenade to Our HealthCare Heroes
  Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
  Rebecca Stewart, Producer
  Jeff Teitler, Producer
  Matt Berky, Music Producer
Hartford HealthCare

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-CAMPAIGN

Hartford HealthCare Community Campaign
  Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
  Jeff Teitler, Producer
  Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare
NEWS PROMOTION-TOPICAL/IMAGE-SINGLE SPOT

The untold story of the Charles and Carol Stuart shooting
   Anush Elbakyan, Producer
The Boston Globe

NEWS PROMOTION-CAMPAIGN

Question Everything
   Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
WBZ

PROGRAM PROMOTION-NON-NEWS-SINGLE SPOT

Boston Celtics All-Star Campaign Launch
   Samuel Crocker, Producer
   Nicole Federico, Producer
   Leanda Mills, Producer
   Matt Carney, Producer
Boston Celtics

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL-NON-NEWS CAMPAIGN***TIE***

Siempre Contigo
   Miguel Garcia, Executive Producer
   Catherine Cintron, Producer
   Jose Gonzalez, Producer
Telemundo New England

127th Boston Marathon
   Russ Nelligan, Producer
   Richard Feindel, Producer/Editor
   Christine Vell, Editor
   Steve Stone, Voiceover
WCVB

COMMERCIAL

Barber on a Mission of Care
   Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
   Rebecca Stewart, Producer
   Jeff Teitler, Producer
   Matt Berky, Producer
Hartford HealthCare
BRANDED CONTENT

"Stitches" Centennial Brand Campaign Spot
  Matt Doyle, Executive Producer / Director
  Scott Nicholson, Creative Director
GYK Antler/Boston Bruins

ANCHOR-NEWS

Lisa Hughes (Composite)
  Lisa Hughes, Anchor
WBZ

ANCHOR-WEATHER

Tevin Takes Weather & Climate To Another Level
  Tevin Wooten, Meteorologist
NBC 10 Boston

REPORTER-FEATURE/HUMAN INTEREST

Take Stock in the D-block: Jim Altman Features
  Jim Altman, Reporter
WTIC

REPORTER-DAILY NEWS***TIE***

REPORTERO - INFORMANDO DIFERENTE
  Sebastian Agudelo Gomez, Reporter
Telemundo New England

Eli Rosenberg Reports
  Eli Rosenberg, Reporter
NBC 10 Boston

REPORTER-INVESTIGATIVE

Mike Beaudet Composite
  Mike Beaudet, Reporter
WCVB

REPORTER-SPORTS

In the Field and on the Field: Jonah Karp Sports Reports
  Jonah Karp, Reporter
FOX 61
COMMENTS/EDITORIAL

Sue Takes Issue
  Sue O'Connell, Commentator
  NBC 10 Boston

PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Justin Spencer: Chaos & Kindness Host
  Justin Spencer, Host
  Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

PROGRAM-HOST/MODERATOR/CORRESPONDENT

Shayna Seymour Host Composite
  Shayna Seymour, Program Host
  WCVB

LIVE NEWS PRODUCER

Barb Baranowski
  Barbara Baranowski, Producer
  WCVB

WRITER-NEWS

Wade News Writing
  David Wade, Writer
  WBZ

WRITER-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Niezgoda Writes
  Abbey Niezgoda, Reporter
  NBC 10 Boston

WRITER-LONG FORM CONTENT

NH Chronicle: Fourth Generation Cobbler
  Karen Meyers, Writer
  WMUR

DIRECTOR LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE

"Music Gives" Live Fundraising Concert
  John Methia, Director
  Sociable!/The Music Gives Foundation
DIRECTOR LONG FORM CONTENT

Justin Spencer: Chaos & Kindness Director
Justin Spencer, Director
Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

EDITOR NEWS

Sean McKeever Editor Composite
Sean McKeever, Editor
FOX 61

EDITOR SHORT FORM CONTENT

2023 NESN Composite
Bethany Marshall, Editor
Vincent Rubinaccio, Editor
Jeff Reagan, Editor
Paige Rush, Editor
New England Sports Network

EDITOR LONG FORM CONTENT

A Century of Bruins Hockey: Connection
Justine Pouravelis, Senior Editor
Tyler Borges, Senior Editor
New England Sports Network

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT

Sean McKeever Photographer Composite
Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

Dan Ferrigan Photographer Composite
Dan Ferrigan, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

PHOTOGRAPHER SHORT FORM CONTENT***TIE***

Barber on a Mission of Care
Jeff Teitler, Director/Filmmaker
Envision Films

Rebecca Conley - Composite
Rebecca Conley, Videographer
Maine Public Broadcasting Network
PHOTOGRAPHER LONG FORM CONTENT

Ryan Caron King - Composite
  Ryan Caron King, Photographer
Connecticut Public Television

VIDEO ESSAYIST

Street Stories: 61,540 Feet to a Guinness World Record
  Johnny Villella, Videographer/Editor
WPRI

MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST-SINGLE SHIFT

Mike Sullivan MMJ Composition
  Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

The 50th Anniversary of Hip Hop
  Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

GRAPHIC ARTS-MOTION GRAPHICS

Sam Hockaday Composite
  Sam Hockaday, Animator
Connecticut Public Television

GRAPHIC ARTS-ART DIRECTION

The Positive Place - Driving Down to the Cat Café
  Sam Hockaday, Art Director
Connecticut Public Television

AUDIO

Composite of Red Sox Spring Training 2023
  George Morgan, Lead Audio Engineer
  Dominic DiPalermo, Audio Engineer
  Zach Saunders, Audio Engineer
New England Sports Network

MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

All In: 2 Aggressive Cancers, 1 Surgical Team
  María Del Sol Ibañez, Musical Composer
Hartford HealthCare
Once the Emmy® Awards Ceremony has concluded, NO individual names can be added to an awarded entry as an additional recipient, under any circumstances.

USAGE GUILDLINES

PROMOTION
All publicity, advertising or any written reference undertaken by nominees and award recipients to the Emmy® Awards, must clearly state that the awarded achievement is for a Regional Emmy® Award. The word “Regional” must appear in these instances. The recipient of a nomination or an Emmy® Award may refer in advertising and publicity to the fact that they have been honored only for one year after the recognition was bestowed. They may use a replica of the Emmy® statuette in such advertising. Individuals who significantly contributed to the production or craft but were not honored with a statuette cannot specifically advertise they are an Emmy® award recipient. They can only state they worked on the recognized program.

RULES FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE EMMY® STATUETTE
The Emmy® statuette is the property of and all rights are reserved by The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS) and the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (Television Academy). The Emmy® statuette may not be reproduced or used in any commercial manner unless otherwise permitted by NATAS, it being understood that possession of the same is solely for the benefit of the recipient and the recipient’s heirs or successors in interest. If a recipient or the recipient’s heir or successor in interest proposes to sell, loan, donate or otherwise dispose of the Emmy® statuette, such persons shall be obligated to return the statuette to The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences which will retain the same in storage in memory of the recipient.

A ® registration mark and the appropriate copyright notice: © NATAS/Television Academy must accompany any portrayal of the Emmy® statuette or moniker.